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SENSES BOOKS 

Book’s name     Picture Author Concept 

I hear a Pickle, 
and smell,see, 

touch and taste 
it 

 

Rachel Isadora 
2017 

Introduction to the five senses is perfect for the youngest 
children, who will recognize themselves in charming 
vignettes  portraying a wide range of childhood 
activities. 2-6 years old 

My five senses 

 

Aliki 
2015 

Teachi us about our world.  Five senses (3-6 years old) 

Cold, crunchy, 
colorful: Using 

our senses 

 

Jane Brocket 
        2014 
 

Seeing brightly coloured flowers, hearing nuts go crunch and 
feeling cold ice cream on your tongue (2-5 years old) 
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The listening 
Walk 

 

Paul Showers 
       1993 

Put on your socks and shows and do not forget your ears.  We 
are going on a listening walk; shhh. Do not talk, do not hurry. A 
little girl and her father take a quiet walk and identify the 
sounds around them. (2-5 years old) 

Polar bear, polar 
bear what do 

you hear? 

 

Bill Martin What will you hear.  The children pretend to be the zoo 
animals featured in the book 

My five senses 

 

Margaret Miller 
1998 

From enjoying the taste of watermelon sound of a fire 
engine or feeling a rabbit’s soft fur. Five children explore 
how their senses work. 
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Seeing 

 

Rebecca Rissman 
2010 

Introduce to the sense of sight with vivid photographs 
and simple text (4-6 year old? 

Look, Listen, 
Taste, Touch 
and semell 

 

Pamela Hill 
Nettlet 

Becky Shipe 
2006 

Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting, touching our bodies do 
all kinds of amazing things. 

Me and my 
senses 

 

Joan Sweeney 
2003 

Explore the senses (Age 3-5 years old) 
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Hearing  

 

Rebecca Rissman 
2010 

Beautiful pictures,  shows children about the sense of 
hearing (Age 3’5 years old) 

Touching 

 

Rebecca Rissman 
2010 

About sense of touch, besutiful ilustrations (3-5 years 
old) 

Tasting 

 

Rebecca Rissman 
2010 

Sense of tasting (age 30to 5 years old) 
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Smelling 

 

Rebecca Rissman 
2010 

Sense of smelling with beautiful pictures. (Age 3-5 years 
old) 

Brown bear 
brown bear 
what do you 

see? 

 

Bill Martin 
2012 

The children follow this story  follow what animal the 
bear see and what colour the animals are. (2-6 years old) 

Something 
Smells 

 

Blake Lilliane 
Hellman 

2018 

Elliot wakes up one morning to the most terrible smell. 
But what could it be? (Age 3-6 years old) 
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You Hear with 
your ears 

 

Melvin Gilda 
Berger 
2003 

 

Pictures about the sense of hearing (3-6 years old) 

You Smell with 
your nose 

 

Melvin Gilda 
Berger 
2003 

Picture book about the sense of smell (3-6 years old) 

Your Five Senses 

 

Melvin Gilda 
Berger 
2003 

Picture book about the five senses (3-6 years old) 

 


